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company, after having read it to a group of personal
friends The parts were then handed to us, and we were
allowed to stumble through them His own conceptions
of the characters were withheld He never harassed us
with uiterruptions in the raw beginning stage But as he
listened to us his pencil was never still, and at the end of
each rehearsal we would get plenty to ponder over in
the shape of brilliant and brief little personal notes
He would wait for a week before he came up on to the
stage to interfere with our work Then began a revela-
tion of his knowledge of the theatre and of acting With
complete unselfconsciousness he would show us how to
draw the full value out of a line He could assume any
role, any physical attitude, and make any inflection of
his voice, whether the part was that of an old man or a
young man, a budding girl or an ancient lady With his
amazing hands he would illustrate the mood of the line
We used to watch his hands in wonder I learned as
much from his hands, almost, as from his little notes of
correction The care with which Shaw approached the
details of his production is indicated in a letter which he
wrote to me before "Man and Superman" was presented
"Yes, I think that will do very well, only don't have
any light-blue ribbon with the white muslin, use violet
or purple
"Mrs William Morris wore a black mantle with
violet lining at her husband's funeral that was what
gave me the idea of the dress in the first act Ann
should not produce an impression of artless simplicity,
there should be a certain pomegranate splendour lurk-
ing somewhere in the effect—-just a touch even in the
muslin dress—I trust your judgment in this matter,
do what you like
"G B S"
Before I appeared as Ann I finished Shaw's season of
"John Bull's Other Island " During the rehearsals of the
new play we often lunched together at the little Queen's

